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OVERVIEW

When a permanent/project employee has no earnings for the pay period and is using leave without pay (LWOP) STARS/HCM (system) will generate a negative WI_VACATION_ADJ / Vacation Adjustment. If the employee’s WI_VACATION_BAL / Vacation Balance becomes negative, we have an automated process to track the overused vacation within the system. The Vacation Balance will show zero, and the overdrawn vacation is captured under the WI VACATION OWED / Vacation Recoup Totals. This can be seen on the Results by Calendar Group screen.

Results by Calendar Group (RCG) > Accumulators tab:

1. Calendar ID: 410 2021-01
2. Pay Group: 410
3. Version: 2
4. Revision: 1
5. Gross Result Value: 0.00
6. Net Result Value: 0.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accumulator Name</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WI_VACATION_TAKE</td>
<td></td>
<td>154,280.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VACATION_OYED</td>
<td></td>
<td>43,216.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_CRII_OVRHL_BAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.800000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_CRII_OVRHL_12_BAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.800000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VACATION_BAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.800000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VACATION_OYED</td>
<td></td>
<td>194,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VACATION_OWED</td>
<td></td>
<td>29,780.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VAC ACCRUAL YTD</td>
<td></td>
<td>195,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_VAC ACCRUAL YTD</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.800000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Role: Agency Payroll Specialist or Absence Management Specialist
How the Process Works

When the employee returns to pay status with earnings on their paycheck from paid leave or work time, the system creates an Overdrawn Leave (ODL) deduction to recoup the vacation owed from base pay only. An ODL does not pull from benefit refunds, differentials, or payments through a POTT. There is no adjustment to either the WI_VACATION_TAKE / Vacation Used or the Vacation Balance. Instead, the Vacation Recoup Totals is reduced by the hours that were able to be recouped on the paycheck. This process allows the original absence entry to remain on the timesheet, thus not creating additional LWOP.

WE ARE NOT CHANGING THE ORIGINAL TIMESHEET ENTRY TO LWOP.

The ODL process uses the current hourly rate of pay as shown in Job Data > Compensation tab. Per policy, the hourly rate to be used for mid-year ODLs is the rate of pay at the time the leave was used. (For termination payouts we use the rate of pay at the time of termination.) DOA Central Payroll manually reviews all ODLs on Wednesday/Thursday of processing week and will enter a POTT adjusting the (dollar) amount if necessary. Each pay period DOA Central Payroll provides a list to each affected agency showing employees with ODL adjustments.

Note: An agency may wish to run the WI_ABS_PY_PAYCHECK_ODL1 query each pay period to see if any ODL’s are being processed for their employees. The query will pick up both the system generated ODL’s and the manual ODL’s entered through a POTT entry. This can be run on Wednesday morning of processing week. To see ODL’s processed for a specific employee use the WI_ABS_PY_PAYCHECK_ODL query. Agencies may want to watch for:

1. Large ODL deductions that they may wish to split over multiple pay periods, or
2. ODL deductions being taken in error for a rehired employee who did not have their leave balances zeroed out when their earlier appointment ended.
Example: For this employee, there was a small paycheck for PP2021B02, which allowed the system to take 8 hours of Overdrawn Leave. This reduced the Vacation Recoup Totals from the -43.21 in PP2021B01 to -35.21 hours in PP2021B02.

On the paycheck you can see the following automated ODL deduction that was system generated:

On the paycheck this is the manual POTT entry by DOA Central Payroll offsetting the hourly rate changes that occurred since the leave was used.
On the RCG screen you will see the new Vacation Recoup Totals after the 8 hours was recouped on the PP2021B02 paycheck.
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Note: If the employee will be terming or returning to unpaid status, and has differential pay or refunds on the paycheck, you may submit a ticket to DOA Central Payroll requesting the entire paycheck be collected.

**Deduction Being Taken in Error for Rehired Employee**

Occasionally we will see an ODL processing for an employee who has terminated employment and the leave balances on the RCG were not zeroed out at the time of termination.

The agency needs to review the employee, verifying the leave balances at time of termination, the termination payout worksheet and the LAN/LSR POTT transaction. Was the negative vacation balance collected?

- If yes, the agency needs to submit a ticket to DOA Central Payroll requesting that the ODL be cancelled and an Absence Adjustment be processed to zero out the leave balances in the pay period of termination.
  - If the employee worked for another agency before the rehire, please indicate in the ticket. DOA Central Payroll will work with the other agency to verify if the negative balance needs to be collected. If it does, DOA Central Payroll will process the transaction updating the funding so the ODL is recouped on behalf of the other agency.
- If no, then allow the ODL to process. DOA Central Payroll will review the ODL transaction to see if the correct rate of pay is being used. If not, DOA Central Payroll will process a POTT to correct the dollar amount being collected.
Adjusting the ODL Amount Taken on the Paycheck

If the agency is satisfied with the ODL amount being taken on the paycheck, there is no action required by the agency.

If the dollar amount is large, at the agency’s discretion, the ODL may be split over multiple pay periods.

The automated ODL is going to process and the “entire” WI Vacation Owed Amount is going to be decreased on the RCG screen. The manual POTT is not going to change the RCG screen balances. This means additional POTT(s) must be created to collect the remaining WI Vacation Owed Amount.

POTT Entry:
1. To decrease the hours being taken in the current pay period, enter a positive ODL POTT for the Oth Hrs (or as an Amount if the rate of pay has changed).
   - DOA Central Payroll will review the ODL transaction to see if the correct rate of pay is being used. If not, DOA Central Payroll will process a POTT to correct the dollar amount being collected.

2. Enter 1 or more negative ODL POTT(s) in the future pay period(s) to collect the amount you offset. Be sure to use the same type (Oth Hrs or Amount) on the POTT.

Note: If the hourly rate has changed, and you prefer collecting in (dollar) Amounts instead of in Oth Hrs, when you enter it as an amount, the hours are all “collected” up front for WRS purposes and no WAH POTT is needed. However, if the employee terms and you are not able to fully collect it, you will need to do a WAH POTT to adjust the WRS hours. For example, if only 10.00 of 17.50 hours were collected, you would do a WAH POTT for +7.50 hours since originally the system had reduced the entire 17.5 hours.